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ABSTRACT
Considering an isolated wireless cell containing a high
density of nodes, the fundamental limit can be defined as
the maximal number of nodes the associate base station
can serve under some system level constraints including
maximal rate, reliability, latency and transmission power.
This limit can be investigated in the downlink, modeled
as a spatial continuum broadast channel (SCBC) as well
as in the uplink modeled as a spatial continuum multiple
access channel (SCMAC).

In this short paper, we summarize the different steps
towards the characterization of this fundamental limit, con-
sidering four figures of merit: energy efficiency, spectral
efficiency, latency, reliabilty.

1. INTRODUCTION

The recent evolution of the cellular market towards inter-
net of things (IoT) connecting objects instead of humans
induces significant changes in the mathematical modeling
of wireless networks. Indead, the IoT paradigm relies on
bursty but massive distributed transmissions, where bil-
lions of communicating objects will be spread over large
radio cells, transmitting only few packets per day, per month
or even per year. In such a scenario, the classical funda-
mental limit of communication systems derived since the
seminal work of Claude E. Shannon [1] needs to be re-
vised. As we will see, the capacity, or the capacity region
in case of multi-user communications, becomes less im-
portant in regard to other metrics.

It is worth that Shannon’s second theorem on capac-
ity can be expressed as a fundamental tradeoff between
energy efficiency (EE) and spectral efficiency (SE). For a
real Gaussian channel the received power needs to verify
P ≥

(
2ηS/2 − 1

)
N0, where ηs, the spectral efficiency,

is the number of bits-per-channel-use and N0 the receiver
noise. The normalized energy efficiency is given by ηE =
ηS/(P/N0) . But this fundamental limit is achievable in
the asymptotic regime, i.e. when the encoding time spread
over an infinite number of channel uses. This is nothing
but a steady-state analysis and relies on a set of assump-
tions, not further valid in the context of this study:

1. A unique source and a unique destination are con-
sidered.

2. The traffic is characterized by a fixed and continu-
ous data rate.

3. Synchronization and transmitter identification costs
are dropped off since the communication is assumed
to be established.

4. The encoding time is infinite and so is the latency.

Information theory has been extended since its infancy to
multi-user scenarios including the multiple access chan-
nel (MAC) or the broadcast channel (BC) well appropri-
ate to study the uplink and the downlink, respectively.
Most noticeable results with these schemes have been pro-
vided in the asymptotic regime, providing the expression
of achievable rates region [2] characterizing achievable
joint rates. For Gaussian channels, these capacity regions
are known even for a large number of nodes and strategies
based on superposition coding and successive decoding
are capacity achieving [2].

But in the context of IoT cells with bursty traffic, these
joint rates are not representative of the real scenarios that
have to be supported. It comes out to be necessary to
study these fundamental limits in the finite block length
(FBL) regime where the information transmitted in the
network is divided in finite size quantities that have to
be transmitted under finite time transmission constraints.
Yuri Polyanskiy et al [3] recently studied the fundamen-
tal limits of the point to point Gaussian channel in the
FBL regime, paving the way to the study of latency and
reliability constraints from a fundamental point of view.
At the best of our knowledge the unique extension of this
work for Gaussian channels has been done by Molavian-
Jazi and Laneman [4] for the Gaussian MAC. We analysed
the Gaussian BC in [5].

In addition to the FBL regime it is also necessary to
study the behavior of BC/MAC models when the nodes
are modeled through a spatial distribution as we proposed
in [6, 7] to establish the fundamental EE-SE limit under
equal rates condition in the asymptotic regime. We called
these models SCMAC or SCBC, where SC stands for spa-
tial continuum. This fundamental limit can be interpreted
as the equivalent of the asymptotic Shannon capacity for
a wireless cell.



If these results provided interesting insights, latency
and reliability where kept off the study. Indeed, the asymp-
totic regime relies on error free but infinite latency trans-
mission. So, the next question relates on the price of in-
troducing a latency constraint. Such a constraint comes
essentially with a reliability penalty, but in addition, the
capacity region also shrinks.

We therefore anticipate three issues to be addressed in
the framework of dense IoT networks. Firstly, the cost of
the transient regime necessary to synchronize and detect
which nodes are transmitting cannot be neglected. This
corresponds to an additional information to be transmitted
that should be considered in large scale low rate networks.
Secondly, transmitting small packets over finite time slots
leads necessarily to transmission errors. The minimal er-
ror can be modeled in information theory by working in
the finite block length (FBL) regime, introducing an addi-
tional latency-reliability tradeoff.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

Let consider a unique BS, serving a cell area denoted by
Ω ⊂ R2. We denote by (Ω,A,m) the corresponding mea-
surable space with A the Lebesgue σ− algebra and m the
Lebesgue measure. Let x be a point in Ω.

Without lack of genericity, the BS is assumed to be lo-
cated at point (0, 0). Nodes appear randomly in time and
space on Ω. As such, they are not described by a discrete
set but through a spatial density u(x) (the density of users
perm2 per time unit). Denoting by ũ(x, t) a realization of
the ergodic random process with probability density func-
tion (pdf) u(x), then, for any subset B ∈ A, the average
number of users per time unit is given by

U(B) = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫
t∈T

∫
x∈B

ũ(x, t) · dx · dt. (1)

The global average number of nodes associated with the
whole cell service area Ω is denoted by UT .

Definition 2.1 (Requested rate density) The requested rate
density ρ(x) : Ω → R is a measurable function that rep-
resents the information rate spatial density requested at
point x.

• Note 1: ρ(x) is normalized1 by the system band-
width and is expressed in bits per channel use (bpcu)
per m2.

• Note 2: The requested rates are either in downlink
(SCBC) or uplink (SCMAC) modes.

The cell sum-rate per channel use is denoted the spectral
efficiency (SE) of the cell:

ηs =

∫
Ω

ρ(x) ·m(dx). (2)

1ρ(x) and related quantities (R (.)...) are given in bit-per-channel-
use (bpcu) throughout this paper. For practical applications, the results
can be converted in bits or in bps, with appropriate system parameters.

The uniform rate condition corresponds to the case
where each node requests the same quantity of informa-
tion denoted by I0, with

ρ(x) =
I0 · u(x)

Ncu
, (3)

where Ncu is the number of channel uses per time unit,
allocated to the system. In this special case, one have ηs =
I0·UT
Ncu

.

3. UNIFORM CAPACITY IN THE ASYMPTOTIC
REGIME

The access capacity region is defined in [6] for the up-
link and the downlink, as the set of rate spatial distribu-
tions for which a joint encoding-decoding scheme exists
such that the transmission error tends to 0 when the en-
coding time tends to infinity (characterized by the number
of channel uses n). Compared to the classical Shannon’s
approach, the asymptotic regime herein integrates another
dimension: when n → ∞, the number of nodes tends to
infinity but individual rates tend to 0 since each packet
is spread over an infinite time. Note that the cell’s sum-
rate tends to its average spectral efficiency. In [6], based
on an iterative splitting process, the sum-rate that the cell
can achieve when a continuum of users is considered has
been obtained. The corresponding fundamental limit is
expressed through the total transmisison power required
to serve a given distribution and was found identical for
the GSCBC and the GSCMAC with transferable powers
[7]:

Theorem 3.1 (GSCBC and GSCMAC fundamental limit)
The achievable EE-SE tradeoff for a given rate spatial
density ρ(x) is given by

ηe ≤
[
a

∫ νM

νm

t · fν(t) · ea·ηs·Gν(t) · dt
]−1

, (4)

where

• a = 2 log(2).

• fν(t) andGν(t) are respectively the probability den-
sity function (pdf) and the complementary cumu-
lated density function (ccdf) of the rate as a function
of the equivalent noise (an exemple is represented in
Fig.1).

4. EXTENSIONS IN THE NON ASYMPTOTIC
REGIME

The former result was derived in the asymptotic regime
under no latency constraint. Modeling IoT networks re-
quires additional constraints that will reduce the funda-
mentl limit.

4.1. Finite Time Transmission

The asymptotic regime used in Th. 3.1 means that all
packets are transmitted simultaneously in the network to
or from all nodes and spread over an infinite time. Let now
be imposed a finite time constraint formalized as follows:



Figure 1. The rate request is distributed according to the
density fν(.), where ν(x) for a node located in x is the
equivalent noise power given by the ratio between the re-
ceiver noise and the channel gain ν(x) = N0/g(x). Then,
Gν(t) is the fraction of the cell with an equivalent noise
power greater or equal to t. This distribution for a regular
circular cell is represented where the x axis is the equiva-
lent noise and the y axis represents the rate density.

Property 4.1 A multi-user network with packets of con-
stant information quantities I0, is said FTT constrained if
each transmission is constrained to be done in at most n∗

channel uses.

The average spectral efficiency (i.e. the sum-rate) of the
cell is noted η̄s and is nothing but:

η̄s =
I0 · U(Ω)

Ncu
. (5)

In the downlink, when BS transmits packets of I0 bits in
n∗ channel uses, individual rates are given by ηu = I0

n∗ .
The BS can achieve the target spectral efficiency by us-
ing superpostion coding (SC) to simultaneously transmit
several packets. Therefore, optimizing the transmission
strategy relies on optimizing the scheduling of the differ-
ent packets in order to minimize the total power.

Let us define a frame of length Ncu, made of L slots,
each slot sl;∀l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} being made of n∗ chan-
nel uses. For consistency, all time units are counted in
channel uses. In the downlink, the BS has in its queue
a random number of packets to be transmitted to a set of
nodes NU,L, with limL→∞

|NU,L|
L·n∗ = U(Ω).

In each slot sl, a subset of nodes Nu(l) ⊂ NU,L is
selected and the corresponding packets are simultaneously
transmitted. Let Nu,l = |Nu,l| be the number of nodes
allocated to the slot sl, the spectral efficiency is :

ηs(l) = Nu,l · ηu. (6)

To achieve the desired rate ηu = I0/n
∗, the SINR at each

decoding step has to verify γ∗ ≥ eaηu − 1 according to
the Shannon channel capacity. To be optimal, the power
allocation is computed such that each node gets a SINR

exactly equal to γ∗. Using a superposition coding strat-
egy, each node decodes its signal after having decoded all
greater signals.

Under these conditions of equal rate, the minimal power
associated to each slot is obtained as:

Theorem 4.1 (Sum-power in the downlink) For a given
set of users indexed by {1, . . . , Nu,l}, the minimal sum-
power necessary to transmit reliably to each node inde-
pendent informations of size I0 in n∗ channel uses, is
given by:

Pm(l) = γ∗
Nu,l∑
k̄=1

νk̄,l · (1 + γ∗)k̄−1 (7)

with γ∗ = eaI0/n
∗ − 1, and k̄ = Nu,l − k + 1.

Therefore, comparing numerically Th. 4.1 to Th. 3.1 al-
lows to evaluate the performance loss due to the FTT con-
straint.

4.2. Finite Block Length Coding

In the former section, we assumed n∗ to be large enough
to have error-free transmission. This is not the case in a
band limited system.

Strassen [8] studied the finite blocklength regime and
has shown for a Discrete Memoryless Channel (DMC)
that:

logM∗(n, ε) = nC −Q−1(ε)
√
nV +O(log n) (8)

where n, ε and M are the blocklength, the error probabil-
ity and the codebook size, respectively. The second term
in the right hand side of (8) is the rate penalty, namely the
back-off from the channel capacity. This expression gives
the fundamental trade-off between latency and reliability
for short packet transmissions. Unfortunately, Strassen’s
result was not compliant to be generalized, particularly to
the AWGN channel, generally to any type of channel with
input constraints. Almost half a century later, Polyanskiy
et al. [3] has generalized Strassen’s approach, i.e. treating
the mutual information density as a random variable and
using second order statistics to approximate the channel
coding rates in the FBL regime, for various channel mod-
els such as the AWGN channel, for which the following
holds:

Theorem 4.2 (Polyanskiy et al., 2010) For the AWGN chan-
nel with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) γ, for ε ∈ (0, 1) and
for equal, maximal and average-power constraints, the
following holds,

logM∗(n, ε, γ) = nC(γ)−Q−1(ε)
√
nV (γ) +O(log n)

(9)
where C(γ) is the Shannon capacity defined as

C(γ) =
1

2
log(1 + γ) (10)

and
V (γ) =

γ

2

γ + 2

(γ + 1)2
log2 e. (11)



However, the extension of this result to the case of multi-
user channels is not straightforward. The exact capacity
regions of Gaussian MAC or Gaussian BC are not known
but achievable regions for the 2-user BC or 2-user MAC
have been characterized recently in [4, 5]. As a first ap-
proximation, the use of a superposition coding strategy
[5] allows to extrapolate the FBL expression in Th. 4.2
to compute a modified SNR threshold γ∗ as a function of
some latency and reliability constraints. This γ∗ can be
used in Th. 4.1 to modify the fundamental limit.

4.3. Additional real time constraints

In the former paragraph, we detailed how to combine the
dense nodes distribution assumption and a finite time trans-
mission constraint. To model real-time transmissions, whe-
re the nodes have to transmit or receive instantaneously,
additional issues have to be considered. In the downlink,
the main challenge is to indicate to the nodes if they have
something to decode and how it is encoded. Clearly, sig-
naling cannot be ignored and is even a part of the informa-
tion to be transmitted. In the uplink, the randomness of the
active nodes distribution and their identification is neces-
sary. Stochastic geometry coupled with FBL information
theory can provide insights about the impact of random-
ness [9]. From a protocol point of view, integrating data
transmission and signaling as a whole, approaches based
on compressive sensing [10, 11] are appealing although
their optimality is not granted.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we paved the way to derive fundamental
limits of IoT cells where dense distributions of users are
spread over large cells and where a sporadic traffic has to
be supported. Starting from the EE-SE fundamental limit
in the asymptotic regime, we defined the different steps to-
wards the derivation of the EE-SE loss in the FBL regime
and also how to balance it with respect to the reliability-
latency trade-off.
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